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Holdback / Earnout Reserves - Defined

What is a “holdback” or “earnout”?  

A holdback or earnout in commercial real estate finance is a 
provision that puts aside (or reserves) a certain portion of loan 
proceeds until an objective has been accomplished.

Typically, holdbacks are used for an issue that is not resolved prior 
to closing but can be solved soon after closing.

The terms “holdback” and “earnout” can be used interchangeably.
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Holdback / Earnout Reserves - Basics

Holdback or Future Advance?

A holdback is not the same as a future advance.

A holdback is when loan proceeds are placed in a reserve account
at loan closing and released to the Borrower upon the occurrence
of certain events. The release conditions can be similar to the
conditions for a future advance.
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Holdback / Earnout Reserves - Basics

Holdback or Future Advance?  

A future advance is a clause that provides for additional availability of 
funds under the loan documents after loan origination.  Future 
advances can be optional or obligatory but most lenders prefer them 
to be optional.
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SAMPLE LANGUAGE
Lender’s obligations to perform in accordance with this Section and to make any Future
Advance in accordance with the terms and provisions of this Agreement are an
independent contract made by Lender to Borrower separate and apart from any other
obligations of Lender to Borrower under the other provisions of this Agreement and the
Loan Documents. The obligations of Borrower under this Agreement and the other Loan
Documents shall not be reduced, discharged or released because or by reason of any
existing or future offset, claim or defense of Borrower, or any other party, against Lender
by reason of Lender’s failure to perform its obligations under this Section.



Holdback / Earnout Reserves - Basics
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Practice Tips:
 When negotiating a loan where there is an option to choose between a holdback or 

future advance, Borrowers should take into account the exposure from a cost 
standpoint.  

 Holdback funds incur interest from the closing date while future advances do not 
incur interest until such time as the future advance funds are released.  For a future 
advance, if you don’t achieve the goal and obtain a release of funds, no interest is 
due.

 Future advances may have loan fees or hidden costs for each advance (e.g. title date 
downs, Borrower certifications) which could make this structure disfavored for short 
term goals. 

 Holdbacks should be used for near-term objectives that are quantifiable and 
reasonably expected to be achieved.  

 Would it be better for your Borrower to achieve the objective prior to loan 
origination? 

 What are the risks and who controls the risks?
 Is there another means to control the risk (insurance, guaranty, etc.)?



Holdback / Earnout Reserves - Examples

Examples of Holdbacks:

1. Specific outstanding tenant improvements / leasing 
commissions 

2. Specific operating expenses or capital improvements

3. Gap or free rent

4. New tenants and related leasing incentives

5. Environmental matters 

6. Performance
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Holdback / Earnout Reserves – TI/LC
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TI/LC Holdbacks

- Upfront holdback equal to 125% of the cost of work to be 
completed

- Funds released upon evidence the required TI/LC has been 
paid and the tenant is in possession and paying rent. 

Reserves taken for incomplete tenant improvements or leasing 
commissions serve as protection for both Lender and Borrower.

These reserves ensure that there is sufficient capital for work 
required pursuant to a tenant’s lease.  They also protect the Lender 
from incomplete or inadequate work.



Holdback / Earnout Reserves – TI/LC

SAMPLE LANGUAGE

TI/LC Reserve Funds.  

(a) Borrower shall deposit into an account held by Lender (the “TI/LC Reserve Account”) on the date hereof
an amount equal to $250,000.00 as additional security for the payment of sums due under the Note, and as
additional security for all of Borrower’s obligations under the Loan Documents. Amounts deposited
pursuant to this Section are referred to herein as the “TI/LC Reserve Funds”.

(b) Provided no Event of Default has occurred and is then continuing, upon the occurrence of a TI/LC
Reserve Release Event, Lender shall disburse all TI/LC Reserve Funds then on deposit in the TI/LC Reserve
Account to Borrower.

“TI/LC Reserve Release Event” shall mean Lender’s receipt of evidence reasonably acceptable to Lender
(which such evidence shall include, without limitation, an Acceptable Tenant Estoppel Certificate) that (1)
the Tenant commonly referred to as “Retail Tenant”: (A) is in actual, physical possession of the space
demised under such Tenant’s Lease, open to the public for business during customary hours and not “dark”,
(B) is paying full, unabated rent under its Lease (and has paid three consecutive scheduled monthly rent
payment) and (C) all required permits and/or certificate of occupancy necessary for it to operate its
contemplated business have been issued, or (2) a replacement Tenant reasonably acceptable to Lender has
leased the entire portion of the Property demised as of the date hereof to the Tenant commonly referred to
as “Retail Tenant” in accordance with the applicable terms and conditions of this Agreement.
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Holdback / Earnout Reserves – OpEx
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Operating Expenses or Capital Improvement Holdbacks

- Upfront holdback equal to 125% of the cost of work to be 
completed

- Funds released upon evidence the required work is complete 
and has been paid in full. 

We see this often with immediate repair work where an upfront 
reserve is taken and released as Borrower completes certain 
repairs at the property within the first 3 – 6 months of the loan 
term.

Other examples might be roof work, parking resurfacing or other 
capital projects to be completed in the initial portion of the loan 
term.



Holdback / Earnout Reserves – Rent
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Free Rent and Gap Rent

- Upfront holdback equal to free rent or gap rent due to one or 
more tenants

- Funds may be released periodically according to a schedule 
(e.g. for each month free rent is credited to the tenant, those 
funds are released to Borrower as a ‘stand in’ for the tenant’s 
underwritten rent).

- Funds may be released in one lump sum once the tenant is in 
occupancy paying full, unabated rent. 



Holdback / Earnout Reserves – Rent

SAMPLE LANGUAGE

Free Rent Reserve Funds.  

On the Closing Date, Borrower shall deposit into an account held by Lender (the “Free Rent Reserve
Account”) an amount equal to $100,000.00, such amount representing free rent and/or gap rent relating to
the tenant commonly known as “Retail Tenant” for the period from August 2022 through November 2022.
Amounts deposited pursuant to this Section are referred to as the “Free Rent Reserve Funds”. On the dates
indicated on Schedule I hereof, provided no Event of Default then exists Lender shall disburse from the Free
Rent Reserve Account the amount indicated in Schedule I to Borrower.

Schedule I
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Release Date Release Amount

August 11, 2022 $25,000.00

September 11, 2022 $25,000.00

October 11, 2022 $25,000.00

November 11, 2022 $25,000.00



Holdback / Earnout Reserves – Environmental
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Environmental Matters

- Upfront holdback equal to 125% of the cost of environmental 
remediation work to be completed

- Funds may be released periodically to reimburse Borrower for 
work as it is done.

- Final release of funds upon receipt of regulatory closure / no 
further action letter. 



Holdback / Earnout Reserves – Performance
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Performance Holdbacks

Performance holdbacks are often used when there is a difference 
in opinion on the valuation of the property or projection of income.  
Borrower expects the property to have a higher cash flow than 
Lender and is not receiving the loan proceeds it wants.  

- Upfront holdback equal to the amount of loan proceeds that 
would have been provided if certain metrics were hit prior to 
closing.  

- Borrower is given a period of time (12 – 24 months) to hit the 
targeted Debt Yield or DSCR in order to have the holdback funds 
released.



Holdback / Earnout Reserves – Performance
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Performance Holdbacks

These holdbacks utilize specific loan metrics to obtain a release of funds, 
with the metrics being established by mathematical formulas.

Loan to Value

LTV = Current Loan 
Balance / Current 
Appraised Value

Debt Yield

Debt Yield = Net Operating 
Income (NOI) / Loan 

Amount

Debt Service 
Coverage Ratio

DSCR = Net Operating 
Income (NOI) / Annual 

Debt Service (principal and 
interest)

* NOI = gross income minus operating expenses



Holdback / Earnout Reserves – Performance

SAMPLE LANGUAGE

Borrower shall deposit into an account held by Lender (the “Holdback Reserve Account”) on the date hereof
an amount equal to $250,000.00 as additional security for the Loan. Amounts deposited pursuant to this
Section are referred to herein as the “Holdback Reserve Funds”. Provided no Event of Default has occurred
and is then continuing, upon the occurrence of a Holdback Reserve Funds Release Event, Lender shall
disburse all Holdback Reserve Funds then on deposit in the Holdback Reserve Account to Borrower.
Provided no Event of Default has occurred and is then continuing, in the event that the Holdback Reserve
Funds have not been fully released pursuant to the terms hereof on or prior to the date that is 24 months
after the Closing Date, Lender shall apply the Holdback Reserve Funds to prepay the outstanding principal
balance of the Loan and Borrower shall have no further right to obtain a release thereof.

“Holdback Reserve Funds Release Event” shall mean the Debt Yield having been at least 10% for 6
consecutive calendar months. Borrower may make a written request for the release of Holdback Reserve
Funds from Lender by submitting to Lender operating statements of the Property, prepared and certified by
a Responsible Officer of Borrower in the form required by Lender, detailing the revenues received, the
expenses incurred and capital improvements made during the immediately preceding 6 month calendar
period and containing appropriate year-to-date information; provided, however, absent such Borrower
request, Lender shall calculate Debt Yield on a quarterly basis and release the Holdback Reserve Funds
upon the Debt Yield having been at least 10% for 2 consecutive calendar quarters.

.
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Holdback / Earnout Reserves - Performance
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Practice Tips:
 Borrowers should ask for a reasonable time for the property to perform and, if it 

does not, ask for a non-discretionary paydown of principal with a recasting of 
the amortization schedule after the partial paydown.  The paydown should be 
made without prepayment penalty (no yield maintenance fee or defeasance 
requirement) and preferably with any fees and expenses being backed out of the 
funds so that Borrower does not come out of pocket.

 Defined business terms are key! Pay attention to what constitutes underwritten 
gross revenue.  What exceptions are made to rents that are included?

 What are the risks and who controls the risks?
 Is there another means to control the risk (insurance, guaranty, etc.)?



Holdback / Earnout Reserves
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REAL WORLD EXAMPLE:

- Spring 2022
- Large tech hub city with Class B industrial park seeks loan for 

major reinvestment to transform into Class A center and attract 
major players (think Google, Meta, Amazon).

- Tech infrastructure investment is sizeable tenant improvement 
cost given tech industry tenants.

- While loan diligence is in process, rates increase +/- 1%.  Not to 
worry, 60 day rate lock is in place!  

- But then… largest major tenant relocating to property freezes 
new leases.  No signed lease during rate lock.

- What do you do?



Staying Informed

Trade organizations:

• CRE Finance Counsel (CREFC) – www.crefc.org

• Mortgage Bankers Association – www.mba.org

• Innovating Commerce Serving Communities (ICSC)             
(f/k/a International Council of Shopping Centers) –
www.icsc.com

• CREW (Commercial Real Estate Women) Network –
www.crewnetwork.org
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Staying Informed
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The TreppWire Podcast (from data analytics firm 
Trepp) https://www.trepp.com/the-treppwire-podcast

CREative Talks! Hosted by Minjia Yan
https://cre-media.com/podcast

Recommended Podcasts:

The Deal Junkie$
https://www.nelsonmullins.com/idea_exchange/blogs/t
he-deal-junkies-podcast



Ginger Rolfes

Ginger Rolfes
Partner
ginger.rolfes@nelsonmullins.com
Charlotte, North Carolina
(704) 417-3033
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Ginger is a real estate and finance attorney with nearly 20 years of practice in the industry. She is
experienced in commercial lending, asset management, finance, leasing, and general real estate
matters. She has experience in originating commercial real estate loans that are securitized and sold
on the bond market (also known as commercial mortgage-backed securities or CMBS) and routinely
represents banks and other lending institutions making loans on commercial properties such as office
developments, retail centers, industrial facilities, hotels, and manufactured housing complexes,
among others. Ginger also works with tenants in the negotiation of a variety of leases and related
issues and regional developers in the purchase and sale of commercial properties. She regularly
serves as local North Carolina counsel for real estate matters. Ginger provides efficient, cost-effective
and decisive legal solutions to promote smooth transactions for each of her clients.



















Thank You

David B. Kostman

dkostman@loeb.com

Andrew Maguire 

amaguire@mkbattorneys.com

Virginia (Ginger) Rolfes

ginger.rolfes@nelsonmullins.com
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